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VOLUME 19, NUMBER 1

CRF Newsletter
END OF AN ERA

On the weekend of November 30-December
2, CRF left Flint Ridge , ending an associa tion
with the Collins' farm stead of more than thirty
years. The Foundation has been closely associated with the Collins' Crystal Cave site since its
incep tion in 1957.
Lee Collins moved to Flint Ridge in the
1880's. In 1917, Lee's son Floyd cliscovercd his
namesake cave on the family propen y. ln 1927,
two years after Floyd's death in Sand Cave, the
property was boug ht by Harry Thomas. In the
early 1930's, the original house was tom down
and replaced by the present "Floyd Collins'
Home", and some tim e later the present Austin
House was built. Thomas and his heirs operated
Cry stal Cave as a show cave. In the early 1950's,
manager and explorer Bill Austin introduced a
);roup of National Speleological Society cavc.rs
to Crystal Cave. Their activities c ulminated in the
well -publicized NSS cxpcclition of 1954, whic h in tum
fired a few of the participants with a desire to continue
plumbing the mysteries of a cave they were only beginning to understand . In 1957, the group incorporated as
the Cave Research Foundation.
The Flint Ridge explorers continued to operate from
the Thomas property; they constructed a field headquarters (the Spelee Hut) and a bunkhouse. In 1961, the land
was incorporated into Mammoth Cave National Park,
spe lling the e nd of Crystal Cave as a commercial operation. Now working under an agreement with the NPS ,
CR F moved headquarters into the more spac ious Austin
hou se (although the Spclee Hut continued to be used
until 197 1), set up the Collins House for sleeping quarters, and used the old g uide's house and Li ckct office for
storage. The back bunkhouse continued in usc as auxiliary sleeping quarters until its destructi on last year by a
fa lling tree.

INSIDE:
* CRF ANNUAL rv1EETING-Ron Bridgeman
*BUFFALO CREEK CAVE, MCNP- Stan Sides
*FORT STANTON CAVE, NM-John J. Corcoran
Ill
*BLAC K COMMUNITY AT MAMMOTH CAVEPhil DiBlasi
* INTER VIEW WITH ROGER BRUCKER
* REVIEW : Oldies but Goodies- Joyce Hoffmaster
and more ....
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The Co/lim' House: Drawing by Pat Quinlan

In 1972, the NPS decided the Flint Ridge site was
unsuitable for penn anent occupancy, citing problems
with sewage di sposal and the use of historic structures
(the Collins House and the ticket office are reg istered
Historic Buildings). This decision has fin ally been
implemented.
JV' s tran sported supplies and equipment to the NPS
research buildings at Maple Springs, north of the Green
River. Kevin Downs coordinated the operation ; those
helping were: Phil DiBlasi, Jim Greer, Burnell Ehman,
Tom Brucker, Bob Eggers , Ed Lisowski, Di ck Market,
Mel Park, Julie Sotsky, Dave We ller, and George
Gregory (NPS). The move was done in three trips on
Saturday, and one small load on Sunday. The park provided the usc of a truck, and the welcome serv ices of
George Gregory. The size of the turn-out made the move
easy for everyone involved.
There was a complication ow ing to the NPS having
unexpectedly booked a group of volunteers into Maple
Springs for the weekend; as a result, the expedition
leader's office could not be set up. The move otherwise
wen t almost without incident- the exception being
when Jim Greer attempted to back an extension ladder
through the Maple Springs door, and found the door was
more resistant than the back window of hi s truck .
Although CRF-East is now without a place to call
home, this situation may be temporary ; options for
building a dcclicated CRF research facility arc being actively explored. The Collins homestead buildings will
be used as NPS storage facilities.
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CRF NEWSLETTER Volume 19, No.1
Established 1973
Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route I, Box llOA
Annapolis, MO 63620
Production Manager, Richard Zopf
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.
Deadline: One month before the first of the issue
month.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the CRF, write to: Ron
Bridgeman, CRF President, 4074 W Redwing
Street, Tucson, AZ 85741.

BULLETIN BOARD
Address Corrections: Moved? Missing some copies? (The
Newsletter is not forwarded). Send address corrections to
Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, OH 45387,
with $1.25 for each back issue requested.
Field Studies at Mammoth Cave, 1991 schedule:
Karst Hydrology-Will White and Nick Crawford, June 9-15
ExploraJion of Mammoth Cave-Stan Sides, June 9-15
Speleology-Roger Brucker, June 16-22
Karst Geology-John Mylroie and Richard Zopf, June 16-22
Karst Geo-archaeology of the YucaJan-George Veni and Jim
Brady, December 28, 1991-January 5, 1992.
For more information, write to: Center for Cave and Karst
Studies, Department of Geography and Geology, Western
Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101.
C RF Annual Report: There's still time for last-minute
submissions for the 1990 Annual Report. We seek extended
abstracts, the whole not to exceed five double spaced 8.5" by
II " pages. A machine-readable disk with hard-copy backup is
preferred. brunediately send your contributions on cave and
kars t research, CRF related activities, abstracts of papers, talks
presented, etc. to the editor, Karen Lindsley, 12 Orchard Road,
Lucas, TX 75002-8061.
CRF Research Center fund raising drive: Please help
make the planned Mammoth Cave research center a reality.
Send your tax deductable donations to the treasurer, Roger
McClure, 4700 Arnbcrwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424. Make
checks payable to Cave Research Foundation. Funds are also
solicited for the International Exploration Fund (expeditions to
China and Greece are in the planning stages).
13est Wishes to Jerry Lewis and Maria Tilford who were
married in Chicago on December 18th.

Where there's a Will ...
As with most non-profit organizations, CRF frequently solicits contributions for a variety of worthwhile purposes-some that come to mind include the
Endowment Fund, the Building Fund, the Expedition
Fund, and the Newsletter Fund. Like most people, we
give when we can, though often it seems as if our
contribution is trivial compared to the need.
However, there is another way to help CRF financially that won't deplete your pocket-book! Consider
making CRF a beneficiary in your will. We did this two
years after becoming JV's, and when we rewrite our
will, we will probably increase our contribution. One
big incentive to giving to CRF is that money goes a
long way in this organization; with most of the
expenses being donated volunteer work, we know that
our gift will be highly leveraged to produce results.
CRF has enriched our lives; we've had the opportunity to cave in world-class systems, to participate in a
variety of research projects, to interact with the elite of
speleologists, and to develop a network of close friendships tl;at are truly like a family. As we reflect on what
CRF has given us, it's only fitting to think of what we
in turn can give back. A will is an opportunity to do
something today that will outlast our lifetimes.
The Editors

Readers Write
Ron Kerbo Leaves Carlsbad Caverns NP
Just an informal note to let you know that after almost 15
years at Carlsbad Caverns National Park, I am transferring to
the Park Service's Southwest Regional Office in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, effective January 7, 1991. My position there
will be Cave Resources Specialist for the Southwest Region.
The anticipation of new responsibilities is exciting of
course, but there is also the sadness at leaving a place that I
have grown to love as the years have gone by. I will greatly
miss the caves, canyons and the desert of southeastern New
Mexico, and the almost daily contact with cavers.
As you may know, I became a CRF JV in 1973 here at
Carlsbad and have enjoyed a continuing and rewarding relationship with the Foundation since that time. I hope that relationship can indeed continue, and in fact grow as I move to my
new position.

I also want to thank the Cave Research Foundation, its
JV's and members, for making the years at Carlsbad Cavern
the very special and unique time it has been. I attempted to
start writing down some of the stories and names of people but
don't want to get maudlin here. Thank you for the contributions to our understanding, knowledge and interpretation of
caves . Without exploration the void would not know the
gentle warmth of new born light. If you ever get to Santa Fe,
look me up.
Thanks,
Ronal Kerbo

[Superintendent Wallace Elms states that Ron will be
greatly missed at Carlsbad. Assistant Cave Specialist
David Ek will fill in until a replacement is named.]
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CRF BOARD MEETS IN TUCSON

New CRF Members

Ron Bridgemon, President

At the Annual Meeting in Tucson, four JV's were
elected to Membership in the Foundation.
Robbie Babb was one of the founding members of
the Guadalupe Cave Survey, which merged with the
Cave Research Foundation in 1972. He is still very
active in Guadalupe area surveying, and is one of the coleaders of the Lechuguilla Precision Survey project,
which is setting a state-of-the-art theodolite survey line
through the entrance series of Lechuguilla Cave.
Dave Dell has been Chief Cartographer for the
Guadalupes region for the past two years. He was involved in production of the recent Carlsbad Cavern Map
Folio, and with the computerization of Carlsbad Cavern
(and other) surveys. He is project director for CRF's
Chosa Draw (BLM) contract work.
Bob Osburn is responsible for coordinating CRF's
survey and cartography efforts in the Logsdon/ Hawkins
River area of Mammoth Cave, an area which holds great
promise of significant new discoveries. He is also very
active in the Missouri cave mapping program.
Janet Sowers leads CRF's Lava Beds National
Monument cave mapping and inventory project, which
has been active for the past two years. She is the latest
addition to the CRF Board of Directors.

On November 2, the Board of Directors held their
annual meeting in Tucson, Arizona. All directors were
in attendance.
The Board regretfully accepted the resignation of
Sarah Bishop effective at the close of the meeting. Sarah
has been a driving force behind Board activities for years
and her presence will be greatly missed. Dr. Janet
Sowers was elected to the Board. The current slate of
officers was re-elected: Ron Bridgemon, president,
Richard Zopf, secretary; Roger McClure, treasurer.
Robbie Babb, Dave Dell, Bob Osburn, and Janet Sowers
were elected to Membership based on their many contributions to the programs of the Foundation (see below).

The Board authorized the President to sign the new
Memorandum of Understanding and Local Operating
Agreement with Mammoth Cave National Park assuming no significant changes from the version reviewed by
Directors. The NPS solicitor is currently reviewing
these documents.
An International Expedition Committee will be
appointed to assist with fund raising and to advise the
Board regarding CRF sponsorship on foreign expeditions. If you have an interest in serving on this committee, contact the President. At present we are looking
ahead to expeditions to China and Greece.
CRF has become increasingly involved in special,
limited-term projects, and with implementation of the
Federal Cave Resources Protection Act it is likely this
trend will continue. Janet Sowers will be preparing
guidelines for our personnel who wish to initiate a
project. These guidelines will cover circumstances
which must be in place prior to a project starting, as
well as how to work with the CRF Board and cave/land
managers. The Board feels it is time for the Personnel
Manual to be updated. Format and contents need to be
scrutinized carefully. We are looking for an editor to
coordinate this effort so please contact me if you'd like
to take on this worthwhile project.
The Board toured the Arizona-Sonora Desert
Museum courtesy of Dave Thayer, curator of the Earth
Sciences Department. Dave took us around the excellently done artificial cave and impressive mineral vault.
Thirty-seven people attended the mexican-food banquet
and listened to Bob Buecher discuss the pre-development
environmental studies of Kartchner Cavern State Park
that are being conducted by Arizona Conservation
Projects, Inc (ACPI). Bob, a past director of the
Foundation, is ACPI's project manager. CRF is supporting this project and several CRF scientists and JV's
are involved.
Thanks to Debbie Buecher for organizing a fine
meeting. Thanks also to Sue Bridgemon, Bob and Anita
Pape.

CRF wms m $11 mtlhon
Arizona Lottery
The Arizona Lottery was up to $11 million during
the Tucson CRF Annual Meeting, so some directors
purchased lottery tickets and donated them to CRF via
Treasurer Roger McClure. To Roger's surprise, CRF
held a winning ticket-unfortunately not the six-number
$11 million winner. Our four-number winner netted just
$46.25!

How Long is the Longest Cave?
Perceptive readers of the Newsletter will perhaps
have noticed that no updated length for Mammoth Cave
has been presented for a considerable time. A length of
320 miles has been in use quasi-officialy as a "safe"
figure. We are now happy to report that that figure is
indeed safe. For the past several years, chief cartographer
Scott House has undertaken the massive task of recalculating the surveyed length of Mammoth Cave from
scratch, adding the new survey figures from each of
2,500+ CRF field survey books, and adding in the
Central Kentucky Karst Coalition's survey length for
the Roppel section. This process is nearing completion,
and as of January 1, 320.1 miles are accounted for.
We will soon be able to report a complete and upto-date mileage for the longest cave.
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BUFFALO CREEK CAVE AND THE HYDROLOGY OF THE DRY PRONG
Stanley D. Sides, M.D.
The exploration and survey of Buffalo Creek Cave
under the Dry Prong valley of Buffalo Creek have
yielded important information on the hydrology of the
karst valleys north of the Green River in Mammoth
Cave National Park.
Little has been written on the karst features north of
the Green River. In 1974, cavers from Louisville (the
North Shore Task Force) began studying the caves and
subsurface drainage patterns north of the river. James
Quinlan, working for the NPS , performed extensive dye
traces to establish the position of major groundwater
basins. He established piracy of water from the upper
Dry Prong of Buffalo Creek to Big Spring in the headwaters of the Wet Prong. Angelo George recently
summarized the Literature on the caves, drainage, and
geology north of the river. The caves of the Dry Prong
are "better integrated [than other known caves north of
the river] and have well-developed trunk flow systems."
(George, 1989).
Kay Sides and I found Buffalo Creek Cave during
the 1987 Thanksgiving CRF expedition. While hiking
the Good Spring Trail to collect data for a trail guide,
we found a low bluff with a hole nearly obscured by

logs. A 1.5 m drop led to a room with a large mound of
sand and leaves. In the back, a one meter drop led to a
wet crawl with a breeze strong enough that a carbide
light would not have stayed lit. In March 1988, I led a
trip to begin a survey. After 80 m. of crawl, we found a
large room; 7 m. lower was a walking-high stream
passage. Upstream, exploration was stopped by deep
water; downstream, passage with water levels up to 30
em. led 134m. to a sump. Three months later, .Bill
Baus led a survey trip to the downstream sump, while
Norm Pace and I led wet-suit trips upstream. The trips
extended the survey 345 m. upstream to where the
passage splits after achieving a maximum width of 18
m. and a maximum height of 11 m. The passages
continue upstream far beyond this point (G.Schindel,
pers. comm.).
When the cave was again visited in November,
1989, the entrance crawl had filled to the ceiling with
sediment. It has since been examined every several
months, but is still blocked. When first found , the cave
may have functioned as an estavelle, discharging water
up into the Dry Prong. A ring of leaves high in the
junction room suggests a period of stable high water

Duffalo Creek

Buffalo Creek Cave
Mammoth Cave National Park
Stanley D. Sides
Cave Research Foundation
Figures in feet
0

30m
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after a major storm. The entrance passage may remain
plugged until another storm causes water to discharge.
Buffalo Creek Cave serves as a subterranean cutoff
between down-dip meanders of the Dry Prong valley,
following the strike of the Girkin (Mississippian)
Formation beds. Joe Meiman (NPS), performing water
tracing experiments , has found that most flow in the
Girkin Formation follows the strike of beds dipping to
the northwest, away from the Green River.
Downstream, 700 m. west of Buffalo Creek Cave,
is a pit fo und by Steward Fort, dubbed "Fort' s Funnel".
A 12m. drop leads to a large stream flowing to the
southwes t. It was followed for 230m. to where crawling in a near-syphon is required. Upstream is a slream
crawl with very little airspace. This cave too follo ws the
strike of the Girkin Formation. Closure of Buffalo
Creek Cave has prevented dye ttacing of its stream to
Fort's Funnel.
Below the confluence of the Wet Prong and Dry
Prong are two springs, Buffalo Spring and a small blueho le, that are presumed to be resurgences for all subter-

Cathedral Domes Restoration
Damages Research Site.
Restoration activities at Mammoth Cave last July
inadvertently caused significant damage to a biological
researc h site. Dr Julian (Jerry) Lewis's research interest
is in the make-up and dynamics of nutrient-enriched cave
stream com munities . For the last several years, he has
been censusing the invertebrate population of the smal l
stream that drains the waterfall at the far end of
Cathedral Domes. The stream !Tickles over a flat mud
floor for less than a hundred feet before disappearing
under the wall. It received nuttients from a pile of rotting timbers-the remains of the bottom section of the
old Cathedral Domes Entrance stairway. It had a rich invertebrate community, including many isopods and two
species of amphipod, the larger of which, Crangonyx
pakardi, seems to be limited to nuttient-enriched sites.
Mammoth Cave administrators targeted the rotting
wood for removal by Restoration Camp volunteers.
That Dr. Lewis was not consulted was due to an administrative oversight, according to NPS Historian Bob
Ward. Removal of the boards still leaves the stream in a
nutrient-enriched state, since a lot of small debris fell
into the stream bed during the operation, but the habitat
and the community make-up have changed. When Lewis
censused the stream in late November, he found that
population numbers of all invertebrates was sharply
lower, probably due to the direct effect of many people
walking in the stream bed. Most affected were the larger
amphipods, which have only a limited ability to burrow
into the substrate to escape trampling, and the isopods,
which were probably carted to the landfill in large num bers along with their favored habitat, the old boards.
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ranean water in the two valleys, including the stteam in
Buffalo Creek and Fort's Funnel caves. Buffalo Spring
rises at an elevation of 131 m. AMSL, while the stream
in the junction room of Buffalo Creek Cave is at 133.5
m. Below Fort' s Funnel, there is little gradient that
would allow extensive air-filled cave to be found. There
is excellent potential to find much more passage
upstream in Buffalo Creek Cave.
Ugly Creek Hollow, Big Spring Hollow, Houchin
Hollow, and Wilson Cave Hollow all have potential to
contain cave systems resembling those of Buffalo
Creek. Valleys should be examined where limestone of
the Girkin Formation outcrops at down-dip bends of surface streams along the strike from Big Spring and other
large springs along the Green River.
(Excerpted form a repmt to be published in the proceedings of
the Mammoth Cave Karst Research Conference)
Ref: George, A.I., 1989. Caves and Drainage North of the
Green River in Karst Hydrology: Concepts from the
Mammoth Cave Area, edited by White, W.B. and White, E.L.,
Van Nostrand Reinhold.

Dr. Lewis will continue to track population trends
following thi s unanticipated perturbation.

Karst Research Conference
at Mammoth Cave
On December 18-19, Mammoth Cave National
Park held a very successful and informative conference
on research within the park and in the region . Originally
intended to report on progress with the non-point source
water pollution monitoring pmgram (see August, 1990
Newsleuer ), the conference was expanded to include
other research . Joe Meiman , NPS hydrologist, disc ussed
progress with the program, particularly the preliminary
results of dye-tracing north of the Green River. Other
featured hydrologists included Ralph Ewers (EKU),
Nicholas Crawford (WKU) and Jim Quinlan (ATEC
Inc.).
CRF JVs figured prominently in the presentations.
Stan Sides discussed CRF work on cave mapping relevant to an understanding of North Side hydrology (see
above article); Mel Park (from a paper co-authored with
Scott House) outlined current survey and cartographic
procedures at Mammoth Cave; Nicholas Crawford discussed the problems of septic tank effluent in karst
aquifers; Jim Quinlan warned that pollution in karst
aquifers may be a more intractable problem than has
commonly been supposed; Tom Poulson proposed an
ecologically-based cave pollution monitoring system;
Jerry Lewis discussed his research on the relation
between water quality and aquatic community makeup.
Mel Park will report on the conference in more
detail in the next Newsleuer.
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH CAVE
Columbus Day, October 5-8
Leader, Bob Osburn
The entire scope of this expedition changed when
Mammoth Cave National Park closed without notice on
Friday, October 5, after President Bush closed down
"non-essential" parts of the U.S. government Park
personnel declined to allow CRF keys for access to the
main cave system. The park decision was made at 9 am,
but Operations Manager Mel Park was not informed
until 2 pm, by which time the expedition leader was in
transit. Expedition objectives were, by necessity, redirected to those parts of the system accessible to us
(Roppel), to small unlocked caves, and to surface work
and lead checking.
Twenty-six cavers attended, and completed approximately 3400 ft. of new survey. Additionally, a surface
party surveyed 1060 ft. from Indian Cave to a USGS
.benchmark. A PBS television crew visited the field
station and talked with Mel Park and others as part of a
general look at Mammoth Cave National Park. The film
crew accompanied a survey party to Indian Cave to film
them entering.
Roppel: A party went in the Khan Entrance to survey
two leads, one in the immediate vicinity of the entrance,
and a second off Ghengis River, for a total of 360ft.

Small Caves: A party went to Hicks Cave to map the
continuation of a lead which Kevin Downs had helped
survey several weeks earlier. They completed 580 ft.
before connecting to a previously surveyed passage.
Two crews went to Smith Valley Cave. One went
to a dry section and surveyed 400 ft. in a small, complex, four-level passage. They reported several remaining leads for small people. A second crew surveyed only
60 ft. in the small, crooked stream canyon started during
the July expedition before being forced to leave because
of a sick and weakening party member. About 1000 ft.
remains to be mapped in this passage.
A party mapped 130 ft. of Crow Cave, a small cave
near the Frozen Niagara Entrance. They were stymied
near the end by a tight passage negotiable by only one
party member, and did not map the final 30ft. In the
same area, a party went to Hackett's Cave and surveyed
290 ft. to the lip of a 45 ft. pit which they were not
equipped to descend
A party attempted to push a lead in Deer Park
Hollow; the lead is in the bottom of a valley, and blows
a lot of air. It consists of a small canyon choked with
sediment and breakdown.
Two trips to Indian Cave, by Highland Springs,
netted 2000 ft. in a high level (820 ft. elevation) trunk
segment, which lies very near the southern extension of
Fritsch Avenue, a major side-passage of Logsdon River.
Indian Cave was formerly commercialized, and is heav-

ily travelled, mined for "onyx" and spray painted. It is
also indicative of the sort of passage that can be found
above the River with enough effort-the water forming
Indian Cave passed right above Fritsch Avenue on its
way to Mammoth Cave Ridge. A surface survey tied the
Indian Cave entrance to the Highland Springs USGS
benchmark, so that the new survey can be accurately
placed on the Mammoth Cave coordinate system and the .
Fritsch Avenue map sheet.
Survey Crews: Roppel-Mel Park, John Holbrook, Kent
Wilson; Hicks Cave-Kevin Downs, Jim Kaufmann, Julie
Sotsky, Jemma Wise; Smith Valley-!) Tom Brucker, Mike
Michalcik, Howard Kalnitz; 2) Richard Zopf, Dick Maxey,
Richard Hand; Crow Cave-Jim Greer, Connie Hand, William
Schacht; Hackett's Cave-Jim Greer, John Holbrook, Kent
Wilson; Deer Park Hollow-Rick Olson, Harry Grover; Indian
Cave-1) Bob Osburn, James Sterbenz, Kris Sterbenz,
Beverly Schwartz; 2) Jim Kaufmann, Julie Sotsky, Kevin
Downs, Beverly Schwartz; Surface survey-Richard Zopf,
Tom Brucker, Mike Michalcik, Bob, Joanne & Maggie
Osburn.

Thanksgiving, Nov.21-25
Leader, Phil DiBlasi
The expedition-the last to operate out of Flint
Ridge-ran exceptionally well and was particularly productive. Three major survey loops were closed (one
across the surface and two underground).
A surface crew worked on the Flint RidgeMammoth Cave Ridge traverse. The two-day theodolite

A Toohey Ridge benchmark was tied-in
using a shot of about a mile and a half,
aided by a nine-prism reflector array.
This is probably the longest single shot
in the entire Mammoth Cave survey
net.
survey extended along the East Boundary Road from
Salts Entrance to the highway, and over to the Frozen
Niagara Entrance via the old Frozen Niagara road, a
distance of over four and a half miles. This almost completes the surface survey net for Mammoth Cave Ridge
and Flint Ridge, and should allow coordinates for the
Flint Ridge area maps to be calculated. The next phase
of surface survey will be to integrate the Roppel
Entrances into the survey net. As a start towards this, a
Toohey Ridge benchmark was tied-in using a shot of
about a mile and a half, aided by a nine-prism reflector
array. This is probably the longest single shot in the
entire Mammoth Cave survey net.
Mammoth Cave Ridge and River: A party went
to a canyon off Logsdon River's L-survey but abandoned
their climbing objective when they discovered a going
lead in a previously examined comer. The L-survey area
consists of a series of parallel, north-east trending
canyons (of which the L-survey itself is the largest),
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connected by south-east trending tubes. The new passage
is another south-easterly tube, which the party mapped
for 400 ftto intersect a north-easterly canyon, 40ft
high, with a stream and notable speleothems. The
canyon continues.
Four parties cleaned up most of the leads in
McGown Way off Fox Avenue (Note: not "McGown
Avenue", as published in the November Newsletter) .
The first crew mapped low-level cutarounds, and followed up with some narrative description work along
the old Morrison tour trails. Three subsequent parties
produced 600 ft. of new survey in small cutarounds and
multi-level canyons.
There was fmish-up survey for the Kentucky
Avenue 1:600 sheet, currently in production. One party
cleaned up leads in the near reaches of upstream
Mammoth River, netting 200 ft. in a couple of muddy,
ceiling level crawls. Another crew more or less finished
mapping the recently discovered area of active domes and
drains off Woodbury Pass with 300ft. of survey. Only a
little field work remains before this map can be completed. There was a resurvey trip to a small canyon
series connecting Frances' Dome in Sophy's Avenue
with Marion Avenue. A spur descending to the Black
Hole of Calcutta in El Ghor was also mapped. Another
party corrected some survey errors and incomplete
sketchwork in Emily's Avenue.
There was a trip to Rhoda's Arcade to make a start
on sorting out this mazy area by re-sketching and tyingin older surveys. A party in Flint Alley put in 350 ft. of
new survey in some cutarounds and a crawl. The crawl
led to a tight canyon connecting with Jessup Avenue.
Meanwhile, a party in Jessup Avenue mapped 200ft. of
tight, twisty canyons.
Flint Ridge A 2150 ft. survey line was extended from
the theodolite survey tack at Salts Entrance to Dismal
Valley. This completes a long survey traverse through
the Salts and Colossal sections. With some time left
over, the crew started resurveying the route to Cama de

'r
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Juan. Another party entered Salts to photograph the
presumed aboriginal glyphs near Mummy Valley.
Two parties in Pohl A venue surveyed 250 ft. in the
Union Shafts area. The first crew continued a crawl leading towards (but not quite reaching) Malott Avenue.
They tied this in to the PohV Malott junction, then
went to Eyeless Fish Trail and surveyed a new, mazy
loop. The second party did some aerial exploration in
the pit and canyon complex, finding a new crawl which
wound up overlooking Eyeless Fish Trail. There are
plenty of leads left in this maze.
A survey line was extended through the Bedquilt
Entrance for 1300 ft. to tie-in the survey lines from
Colossal Entrance, completing another major loop. New
N Beverly Schwartz demonstrated that she knew her
way around in the Bedquilt maze, and could describe
upcoming side-passages, despite never having been
there-she had memorized the game, Adventure, based
on Bedquilt Cave! (see "Adventure in Bedquilt Cave",
November Newslerter)
Biology : There was a reconnaissance trip to Adwell
(Hamilton Valley) Cave, east of the park boundary, to
follow up a report of a potential bat colony. The 200ft.
long trunk fragment contained a dozen pipistrelles, but
showed no evidence of use by colonial bats.
Jerry Lewis led a trip to Cathedral Domes to census
the small stream there and to assess the damage to the
research site which occurred during the Restoration
Camp in July (see story, p.5 ). There was a trip to a
large cave near Franklin in Simpson County to collect
millipedes. Dave Griffith will attempt to breed the millipedes as a preliminary step to setting up an ecological
research project. Although poorly decorated with
smashed glass, spray-paint, bed-rolls, etc., this cave is
rich in terrestrial wildlife.
Many thanks to Buz Grover and Jan Hemberger for a superior
job of camp management and cooking.
Survey Crews: Theodolite Survey- 1) Richard Zopf,
Scott House, Patti House, Jim Borden, Sue Hagan, Jim Greer;
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2) Richard Zopf, Scott House, Patti House, Jim Borden, Harry
Grover, Sheila Sands, Greg Black; Logsdon River-Bob
Osburn, Rick Olson, Walter Johnson; McGown Way-1)
Scott House, Patti House, Kevin Neff; 2) Paul Cannaley, Neil
Hammond, Terri Hammond; 3) Kevin Downs, Steve Collins,
R. Sheldon; 4) Paul Cannaley, Terri Hammond, Bill Klimack;
Mammoth River-Mick Sutton, Bill Klimack, Sheila Sands ;
Woodbury Pass-Neil Hammond, Norm Pace, Anthony
Porter; Sophy's Ave.-Doug Baker, Dave Griffith, Beverly
Schwartz; Emily's Ave.-Jim Greer, Daryl Neff, Sheri Engler;
Rhoda's Arcade-Mick Sunon, Sue Hagan, Roger Brucker,
Harry Grover; Flint Alley-Lynn Brucker, Daryl Neff, Sheila
Sands; Jessup Ave.-Rick Olson, Walter Johnson, Tabitha
Olson; Upper Sails-Richard Zopf, Jim Greer, Doug Baker;
Salls Photography--Harry Grover, Richard Hand, Tabitha
Olson; UnionShafts-l) Paul Hauck, Greg Black, JeffFarr;
2) Paul Hauck, Kevin Neff, Tom Brucker; Bedquill-Mel
Park, Bob Osburn, Beverly Schwartz; Adwell Cave-Stan
Sides, Mick Sutton, Richard Zopf; Cathedral Domes-Jerry
Lewis, Maria Tilford, Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Dave Griffith,
Richard Hand; Simpson County-Dave Griffith, Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan, Richard Hand.

LA VA BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
Thanksgiving. November 22-25
Leader, Janet Sowers
Sixteen JV's put in 312 hours of work during the
expedition.
Post Office Cave, one of the largest and most complex in the Monument, was inventoried, using the
newly developed inventory form and handbook. Twentyseven person-days were spent in the cave, resulting in
near completion of the inventory. The cave was inventoried in sections, with teams led by Bob Martin, Janet
Sowers, Mark Harder, and Bill Devereaux. Each team
was restricted to inventorying limited topics-either
geology or biology, hydrology and cultural features.
Following the field work, geology and bio-hydrocultural groups separately discussed and summarized
their findings, assigned resource ratings, and discussed
possible management options to both protect the cave
and allow it to be visited. About three person-days will
be needed to finish the inventory.
A big-eared bat population survey team found 376
hibernating bats in one remote cave. The cave's location
was fixed by setting a triangulation station where
several buttes could be sighted, and surveying from there
to the entrance. Five other caves were surveyed for bats
and yielded a total of 75 individuals. An invertebrate trap
that had gone missing last June in Angleworm Cave
was recovered-since it had been out 7 months, it contained a lot of material. The Angleworm Cave team also
surveyed a small side passage.
Meteorological data were collected in Skull Cave
and Merrill lee Cave.
Participants: Mark Bendickson, Dave Cowan, Bill
Devereaux, Dan Greening, Geoff Hamilton, Jerry Horn,
Jonathan Jordan, Kara Jordan, Dale Lankford, Kathy Lankford,
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Ron Lussier, Mark Harder, Bob Martin, Jason Martin, Janet
Sowers, Paul Travis.

MISSOURI
October through December
Mapping: The survey of Still Spring Cave, the
longest mapped cave on the Mark Twain National
Forest, progressed with a trip to map about 800 ft. in a
lowish tributary stream. The passage opened up somewhat before ending in breakdown. Only one significant
lead then remained in Still Spring-the upstream continuation of the main passage. A second party found that
the lead opened up into continuing walking-high passage, 400 ft. of which was mapped. The Forest Service
Naturalist for the Willow Springs District accompanied
the survey crew on this trip, to view the features-notably a delicate series of Pleistocene lion tracks-that
would be put at risk if the Forest Service elected to open
the cave to sport caving groups.
In Aliens Branch Cave, off the Current River, a
crew mapped over 1600 ft. of low stream passage in two
visits to the Left Fork. They reached a junction, with
blowing crawlways continuing in two directions. Round
trip travel time to the business is now 7-8 hours of
fairly hard going.
In the Oregon County inventory area, 500 ft. long
Pipe Spring Cave was mapped. The cave has an uncharacteristically large entrance, but soon ends in an extensive collapse zone. Nearby, a small cave was found and
mapped-New Liberty Church Cave consists of 50 ft.
of dry crawlway.lt lacks a dark zone.
Biological Inventoty: The Forest Service biological inventory got well underway with trips to various
sites around the proposed mineral lease area. The stream
communities examined so far are most notable for their
variety.
In Turner Spring Cave, a gray bat colony helps fuel
a rich ecosystem, which includes some very large specimens of southern cave fish (Typhlichthys subterraneus). One specimen measured 10.5 em long-larger
than the 8.6 em. published maximum for Missouri
specimens. Bill Mabee of the Missouri Department of
Conservation demonstrated a quantitative plankton collection technique. Copepods are reported to form a major
part of the diet of Typhlichthys, but Bill found none in
the Turner Spring stream. The stream had large populations of long -tailed salamanders, isopods and
troglobitic snails. The bat guano and numerous old
beaver dens supplied plenty of terrestrial invertebrates.
Falling Spring Cave has a stream community similar to Turner Spring, but differs in having very few
salamanders. The Falling Spring snails also differ superficially from those of Turner Spring. Nearby Pipe
Spring has amphipods and isopods in equal numbers,
but no snails.
Possum Trot Cave, Shannon County, contains
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A third crew began a resurvey of "The Loop" off the
east side of Hell Hole. They spent much time trying to
find existing survey points to tie to and finally decided
that an almost invisible carbide dot on the ceiling was
the survivor of a 25-year old survey through Hell Hole.
They managed only 50 ft. of survey, and gave up to
explore the little maze area just inside the loop.
A fourth party sketched the location of the main
corridor and Bat Cave gates on the existing map.
Although water levels were fairly low in the main
corridor, there is still a nice little burbling brook
running through the cave. One can avoid getting wet
except for one shallow but very muddy stream crossing.
Deeper water can be skipped entirely by staying high
along breakdown and clay ledges.
Some Texas cavers arrived late and decided to
photograph since it was too late to join the survey
crews.

Not a pretty face: Heliomyza brachyptema is a fairly large fly
commonly found in caves throughout the mid-west.

little water but has a rich terrestrial fauna, including
troglobitic spiders. White Cat Cave is small and dry but
also contains a fairly diverse terrestrial fauna.
Survey Crews: Still Spring-!) Doug Baker, Steve Irvine,
George Bilbrey, Scott House; 2) Doug Baker, George Bilbrey,
Bruce Bird, Tom Peters (USFS); Aliens Branch-Doug Baker,
Steve Irvine, George Bilbrey; Pipe Spring-Scott House, Bob
Osburn, Jerry Wagner; New Liberty Church Cave-Sue
Hagan, Mick Sutton; Biologicallnventory-Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan, Bill Mabee (MDC), Chris Cone, Steve Irvine.

NEW MEXICO
Fort Stanton Cave, June 30
Leader, John J. Corcoran III
(See following article.)
The small but enthusiastic group split into three
survey teams. One party ventured to the southern end of
the cave to continue the survey of the Tiger Tail passage
in the Lincoln Caverns section. The survey went slowly
due to a two-person team, a small passage, the difficulty
of finding original survey points (more than 20 years
old), the fact that the latest survey points tended to show
lines of sight going through solid rock, and the rather
long trip from the entrance. They managed 240 ft. of
survey.
Another party in the Lincoln Caverns area surveyed
Elbert's Alley, which yielded 450ft. of survey in two
passages. One side passage was 60 ft. long, ending in
breakdown directly beneath Chuck's Dome. Elbert's
Alley itself headed north then turned to run beneath an
upper passage. The survey was halted due to the
beautiful velvet flowstone covering the floor. At this
point, the passage "is very delicate. But it is going
strong. Anyone continuing will surely break up the
velvet crusted floor." At the last station, the passage is
4 ft. high and 7 ft. wide.

Survey Crews: Tiger Tail-Bob Pape, Dick Venters;
Elbert's Alley-Bruce Baker, Cathy Dahms, Dave Dell; The
Loop--Gavin and John Corcoran; Main Corridor-Dorothy,
Carrie, and Shannon Corcoran.

Lechuguilla Precision Survey. Nov .17-25
Leader, Fritzi Hardy
The Project finished Thanksgiving week with over
900 hours of work spent by two survey teams, and with
250 ft. of survey done. This seems like little unless you
have seen the area-the double survey line was carried
through the tight section of the Rift. This trip marked
the first time that the surveyors slept underground. The
data is sensitive enough to show degradation due to
fatigue, so it was gratifying to find that sleeping in the
cave rested the surveyors adequately to do superb work;
the precision of the numbers was excellent, and the
surveyors deserve commendations for their perseverance
and patience in the face of a difficult job ..
NB-the March trip is presently full; call to
enquire about any last-minute openings (Fritzi Hardy505-345-1709).

FORT STANTON CAVE
John Corcoran III
Fort Stanton Cave, long a favorite of New Mexico
cavers, is in Lincoln County, New Mexico, about six
miles east of the small town of Capitan. The cave is
situated along the east side of the Rio Bonito Valley,
whose small stream is part of the drainage system for
12,000 ft. Sierra Blanca Peak, twenty miles to the
southwest, and the 10,000+ ft. Capitan mountains
about five miles to the north. The only known entrance,
a 100ft. diameter, 50ft deep sinkhole, is at an elevation of 6,100 ft. on federal land controlled by the Bureau
of Land Management. The cave is developed in the
Continued over ...
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Permian age San Andreas Limestone. It sits near the
north-west edge of a roughly triangular limestone
plateau that extends about 15 miles to the east where the
Rio Bonito and Rio Ruidoso drainages meet to form the
Rio Hondo. Shallow, rocky canyons and narrow ridges
covered with fairly dense juniper and pinon pine forests
and sometimes waist high grass make up the surface
topography. The highest point on the plateau is at
7,059 ft. Average annual precipitation is 15 inches.
Fort Stanton Cave was named after the military
outpost some five miles farther up the Rio Bonito
valley. This in turn was named for Captain Henry
Whiting Stanton, a soldier slain in a skirmish with
Apache Indians in 1855. The cave was reportedly discovered when a patrol from the fort chased a band of
Indians into a small canyon. Entering the canyon, the
soldiers found the Indian's ponies gathered around a large
sinkhole. Camping at the entrance to wait for the
Indians to reappear, the soldiers were surprised that night
when the Indians ran down the hill above the entrance,
jumped on their horses, and rode away before the soldiers could mount their horses.
How long before this incident the Indians knew of
the cave is not known; however, less than two miles to
the north, across the Rio Bonito, is Feather Cave,
which was a heavily used habitation somewhere around
900 A.D. Other than river-reed torches (of unknown age)
found in the main corridor of Fort Stanton Cave, there
is little evidence that the cave was used by aboriginal
Americans. The early history of the cave is too involved
to give much detail here, but it was visited often by
local settlers, served as the reputed hangout for Billy the
Kid, and was reportedly visited by two of the Fort's
more famous commanders, Kit Carson and General John
Pershing.
Fort Stanton Cave currently has about 8.5 miles of
surveyed passage. The cave is generally horizontal, with
about 200 ft of total relief. Known passages are contained within a surface area about two miles north to
south and one mile east to west. The average passage
size is 40 ft. in diameter, though it ranges from very

tight belly crawls up to 100 ft. wide trunk passages.
Long, walking-high corridors are the norm, frequently
interrupted by large breakdowns that are usually bypassed through crawlways. The Main Corridor is about a
mile of walking through sticky clay mud and shallow
water (an intermittent stream flows through this passage, an apparent stream piracy from the upper to the
lower Rio Bonito), and in the north end of the cave
water depths in recent years have reached 15 ft.
Much of the cave is decorated with small speleothems, often coated with beautifully colored velvet
flowstone; however many of the more accessible passages have been heavily vandalized. Some areas have
very well developed gypsum needles and coatings on the
floor and walls. Strong airflow through a number of
terminal breakdowns indicate that the cave is significantly larger than the known length. One airflow study,
assuming an average passage diameter of 40ft., predicted 250-300 miles of passage! Starting about two
miles south of the known extent of the cave (following
the main north-south trend of joints), and extending for
about a mile to the south, are a series of small caves
· that blow large quantities of air.
Members of the NSS began a serious mapping
project starting about 1965. In 1976, many of the same
people, who were now members of the CRF, continued
that survey. Fourteen years later, in June 1990, CRF
returned to clean up old survey problems and extend the
effort. Plans have been made for another trip during the
summer of 1991 to continue this project and tie together
older surveys so that a comprehensive map can be produced. Pending a breakthrough in one of the terminal
breakdowns (by digging), the survey will be limited to
adding detail and correcting old surveys. An effort may
be made (depending on equipment availability) to extend
a high precision theodolite survey into the main corridor
and some distance to the north and south so that some
of the surface features-filled sinkholes, blowhole
entrances, and surface drainage-may be related to
known passages.

The Black Community at Mammoth Cave: Recollections of Harry Smith
Phillip J. DiBlasi
On April 26, 1989, I met with Harry L. Smith,
District Elder of the Pentecostal Churches of the
Apostolic Faith in Louisville, Kentucky. Born March 3,
1920, Harry Smith lived in the area which was to become Mammoth Cave National Park prior to the park's
establishment. He and his family left the area when he
was 14 years old, but he returned to Mammoth Cave for
a few years in his mid-teens with the Civilian
Conservation Corps.
Harry Smith's father, Van Edward Smith, was born
circa 1892 at Mammoth Cave, and his mother, Julia
Ann Smith (nee Page) was born in Brownsville,

Kentucky, in 1894. They had four children, one of
whom died at less than one year.
Harry's childhood home was situated "on the ridge,
on the south side of the road which ran from Mammoth
Cave to Flint Ridge ...uphill from Colossal Cave."
Harry recalls his family's home with considerable
detail-it consisted of two rooms and was of frame construction. The front room served as living room, parlor
and sleeping area; the rear room served as the kitchen
and dining area as well as a place for family gatherings.
In the center of the front room were several chairs,
moved relative to the stove depending on the season,
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in which elders sat. In the kitchen was a wood-burning
stove. The loft, entered through a hole in the kitchen
ceiling, was used primarily for canned goods storage.
The inside walls were papered with newspaper, hung
with flour paste. The floors were bare wood. The house
sat on piers of sandstone, and large sandstone slabs were
used for steps to each of the three doors.
Just outside was a burning area and beyond that a
small vegetable garden. Kitchen scraps were used as fertilizer or to feed the chickens. The outhouse was 200 ft.
behind the house, near the bluff edge; when it was
cleaned, the waste was deposited over the bluff. The
house was only about 200 ft. from Arthur and Lena
Bransford's, and his uncle, Willie Carl Smith, lived just
beyond.
Behind Willie Carl Smith's home was a small cave,
in which food was stored and water was collected in a
barrel. Water was rationed in the Smith householdHarry's sister always got to bathe first, then he would
use the same water. In the summer, "everybody was
allowed to get water from Colossal Cave." Water was
hauled out in buckets from a pool several hundred feet
from the entrance. The caretaker, George Cline, lived in
a house above the cave, large enough to accommodate
overnight cave visitors.
Harry attended the Primitive Baptist church up
Strawberry Valley near Three Springs. The church was
normally attended by 25-30 black people, though occasionally a few white folks would come. Up the hill
from the church was an all black graveyard. He also
attended a one-room school by Three Springs.
There were several stores in the area. Mr. Merideth
had a store on Flint Ridge near the Mammoth Cave
Baptist Church (just past the present water storage
tanks). Alvin Demunbrun owned and ran the largest
store, at Mammoth Cave. The stores carried basic
staples-meat, flour, cornmeal, sugar and canned goods.
Demunbrun 's store, which contained the Mammoth
Cave Post Office, had a more diverse selection: cloth,
shovels, lamps, lanterns, Mammoth Cave souvenirs,
and other specialty items, including the glass cases filled
with candy which Harry clearly recalls. Tourists at the
store would ask Harry and the other black children to
pose for pictures or to dance; each child would be given
a nickel for a picture or a dance.
Several active and former Mammoth Cave guides
lived in the area. They would sit around Demunbrun 's
Store and tell stories about caving and some of the
famous people they had taken into the cave. Harry recalled Leo Hunt, Skyler Hunt, and "an old Bransford"
(possibly Nick) who lived near Mammoth Cave. Two
other guides, Matt and Louis Bransford, owned a hotel
for the black chauffeurs and other servants of wealthy
white people who stayed at the Mammoth Cave Hotel.
The hotel for blacks was situated on the Great Onyx
road, on the left. Harry's father was a waiter there and
his mother worked as a cook and laundress. The hotel
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was a two-story frame structure; a hall with a red rug ran
down the middle of the building, with rooms on either
side. There was a porch across the front of the hotel, a
dining room in the rear, and a separate kitchen.
The region's caves played an important role in the
economy by employing many blacks. Harry's Uncle
Willie and his father both worked at Mammoth Cave
during the summer. In the winter, the number of
tourists declined so they turned to clearing land for
others and to repairing the Mammoth Cave Railroad.
Harry's paternal grandparents were employed at the
Mammoth Cave Hotel, Elmore Smith as the head waiter
and Cally Smith as the head maid.
Harry's father participated in the Floyd Collins
rescue attempt. Another event which attracted local attention was the crash landing of an Army Air Force
plane in Charlie Hunt's field near Colossal Cave. The
crash landing brought everybody down to see the plane
and , after it was rebuilt, everybody came out to see it
lake off.
February is Black History month at Mammoth
Cave National Park. Much is yet to be learned of the
culture, lifestyles and important contributions made by
the black community from this area. It is vitally important that the memories of people like Harry Smith be
recorded for sharing with future generations.
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Interview with Roger Brucker
At the Thanksgiving Expedition, we inJerviewed Roger
Brucker during the course of a survey trip to Rlwda' s Arcade
in Mammoth Cave. As a CRF fowuier, a major explorer of the
Mammoth Cave system, the autlwr of numerous books and
articles that have inspired generaJions of cavers, and a teacher
of Speleology in the WKU Cave and Karst Institute, Roger is
well known to cavers througlwut the world. Our apologies to
Roger and the readers for having had to condense the original
twenty pages of transcription down so much. SRHIMS

What are you writing these days?
Jim Borden and I spent a weekend in Pennsylvania
writing a very detailed outline of The 300-mile Cave,
the book that follows on from The Longest Cave. I sent
the outline off to a literary agent in New York. She
took a look at it and said we couldn't start the book
where we intended to start it, which was with a story
about Bill Walter going into Roppel Cave for the first
time and discovering the huge breakthrough, which was
his forte. The problem is that Bill Walter is unassuming, has no bad words for anybody, has not one shred of
conflict in him . So here was Mr. Bland making these
big discoveries. The readers were yawning. With that
setback neither Borden nor I have touched the book
since, but we were talking this weekend about getting
together again to work on it.
It' s been said there is a great deal offabrication in The
Longest Cave.
Absolutely not. Everything in there is either fact or
unverifiable. Watson and I used to concern ourselves
about whether The Longest Cave was going to be attacked because we gave quotations from a lot of people.
Some critics remarked that it was amazing how these
people seemed to tape-record all this dialogue going on
in the midst of terrible conditions. Of course we didn't
do that, but we did circulate copies of the manuscript
and sent it to all of the substantial people, 30 or 40
people, with the questions, "Is this what you did? Is this
what you said? Is this what you thought?" Some people
adjusted very extensively what they said or thought, and
other people didn't. We may have overdone the part
about motives, but we identify that as opinion. So
that's why I say everything in The Longest Cave is
either fact or unverifiable.
What's happening with your novel on Stephen Bishop?
I haven't touched Stephen Bishop. I think that's
going to have to wait. I figure you have to write some
things from the wisdom of maturity, or the wisdom of
senility . At one time I thought I knew exactly what
Stephen Bishop was feeling and thinking and other
times I'm sure I don ' t.
The reason we can't write a biography of Stephen
Bishop is that we don ' t know enough about him to do
it. The novel on Stephen Bishop opens with him taking
a wagon-load of cornmeal over to the mill to be ground.
From Glasgow it was only a few miles but it would

Laying down on the job: Roger Brucker rests a healing
Achilles tendon (a volleyball injury) while being interviewed
in Silliman Avenue. Photo by Harry Grover.

have been quite a trip for a young boy. Mill Hole would
have been operated year round because of the continuous
water through the bottom. Stephen's filled with curiosity about the feature and thus he's bitten with the cave
bug before he's taken over to Mammoth Cave.
You were already bitten before you came to Crystal,
right?
Yes. When I was very young, I would tip chairs
over and throw blankets over them to make like a tunnel
system. When I was eight, I was taken to Mammoth
Cave for a vacation and I've never been the same since.
This was in 1937; Floyd Collins hadn't been dead all
that long. My mother told me later that she did everything possible to prevent my hearing or seeing anything
that related to this dead man who was on display over at
Crystal Cave. I'd be looking at postcards and she would
haul me off; she was whisking me away so I wouldn't
see the Floyd Collins postcards. She was afraid I would
become morbidly interested. She spent a great deal of
her life trying to shield me from things; most of her
efforts were too subtle for me to understand.

And you grew up to write Trapped. Roger, what do you
consider CRF' sand your own greatest successes?
CRF's greatest success I think was about the time
Joe Kulesza became Superintendent of the Park. Joe was
the first friend who began to pave the way for CRF to
become more productive and less adversarial. To my
mind that was the turning point in CRF's becoming
legitimate. I don't mean to say that I think we were
illegitimate up to that time but certainly our accomplishments were more in our words than in our substance. From that point on, the cooperation with the
park really grew. There were still people around who
thought we were up to no damn good and we were just
cave explorers. We doubled our zeal to become more
scientific, more respectable, more legitimate. Though it
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doesn't sound like a milestone, to me it was the turning
point in CRF becoming a large force in speleology.
My personal high point was being along on the trip
that connected to Rappel Cave. But I should say that
rather than that being a peak experience there was certainly a plateau of a year of caving that led up to it, the
most stimulating and exciting caving I have ever done
in my life. I realized I was nearing the end of what I'd
call heavy-duty caving capability and yet at that time I
was in terrific shape and could do most of what anybody
else could do. Participating in that year leading up to
that connection was really the high point of my
personal experience.

Have there been major disappointments?
It's hard to come up with one. From the very beginning we realized we could be damaged, or crippled or
even put out of business by arbitrary things. For example, if we had had somebody killed in the cave, that
might well have ended our tenure in the National Park.
Had we run into a string of two superintendents who had
been hostile toward us, that might well have ended our
tenure. Early on in setting up the Cave Research
Foundation in 1957, we looked to how we could grow
as an institution and would have fresh people coming on
all the time. We made plans so that there was a graceful
way to move people aside and move fresh people in and
in effect provide people equal to the challenge, not just
in the area of caving but in the area of political interface
with the Park Service, and interface with the science
establishment. It gives me great pleasure to come down
here and discover that most of the people involved in
this work are not just younger than me but thirty or
forty years younger. They know more about the cave
than I ever knew.
So all this is leading up to say that I don 'tthink I
can tell you any huge disappointments. There were individuals who pulled out at strategic times that we wished
hadn't. I remember one individual who had been very
influential in caving in Mammoth Cave Ridge sort of
pulled out precipitously taking a great many of the
notes and I think that was not a disaster, but certainly an
institutional setback and a disappointment. Fortunately,
however, the provisions that we had made for bringing
in fresh people worked. The people here were equal to
the challenge-they didn't see it as a huge setback but
rather saw it as a challenge to go and resurvey all this
material, so a lot of that has been resurveyed and it
carries on.
My personal disappointment? I find that very difficult also. As I suggested, my personal high was this
plateau of the year preceding the connection to Rappel
Cave. What's happened since is that I have taken a new
perspective. What really gives me a high now is not
discovering cave-you may say that's sour grapes; you
haven't discovered any cave for years-but it's to teach
students and see them come alive to the possibilities of
the cave, to go from where I once was, "Gee whiz-
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what a black hole this is, how would I ever figure it
out?" to the fust glimmer of: "I can figure this out
because I now understand some of the processes, I
understand the questions to ask." Getting students to see
that the unknown is not simply a bar to understanding
but rather a challenge to understanding, to me that has
been a tremendous source of satisfaction.

When CRF started, did you think the Foundation would
become national in scope?
No, I don't think we did but we set it up in such a
way that it could. I remember writing some of the early
constitution bylaws. We set it up to look at the caves of
Kentucky and Phil Smith said we should put in it to
look at the great caves of the world. So yes, from the
very beginning we are on record as being international
in scope though I think it took Phil Smith's vision and
various other individuals to keep stretching our sights.
I remember when Bill and Sarah Bishop went out to
the southwest and began caving with the people involved in Carlsbad Cavern. They were interfacing with
the National Park Service out there and it was taking a
lot of their time, a lot of their energy, and they needed
advice. Bill and Sarah brought some of those people
back to Ohio for a board meeting and there ended up
what essentially amounted to a merger. We always had
an eye out for sharp people and we well recognized that
we had a lot of political ~xpertise that could be useful in
dealing with big bureaucracies. I think that's one of the
reasons why the Lilburn project came to us; they wanted
somebody to run that interference who wouldn't try to
muscle in particularly with what they were doing. CRF
has this really genuine desire to share expertise across
the spectrum-from cave studies to political management to how to handle the logistics and all of those
things. We realized the only way you keep anything in
this world is that you give it away.

What do you think of the move to Maple Springs?
Well, I have mixed feelings about it. I've conducted
classes for two summers over at Maple Springs, so I
understand the value of having more showers and more
room and so on. On the other hand I do see a safety
problem because of the ferry situation. There may be
solutions to that; I certainly hope so. That's the main
problem. The other area is a sentimental attachment to
Flint Ridge where CRF originated, and certainly the site
of many expeditions and a lot of camaraderie. There are a
lot of memories connected with that; it was 37 years
ago today that I first came down here, on Thanksgiving
in 1953. There wasn't any CRF then , but I first laid
eyes on this place and I've enjoyed it in winter and
summer many years since and have seen my family
come as infants and grow to be middle aged adults in the
course of all of this so I have a very strong sentimental
attachment to this place. Yet I recognize that things
change and I wouldn't try to tie down progress, if this is
indeed progress.
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What do you think of the likelihood of us getting our
own field house?
Well, I can't comment on the likelihood of it, but
the desirability of it seems to me to be very high. The
ability to control your own destiny, the ability to have
your own supplies under lock and key, the ability to
permit other people to use the facility as you see fit-to
support research and so on, seems to me to be highly
desirable. I think it would be advantageous to have a
research facility structured not so much to appeal to
everyone but which meets the specialized needs of the
Cave Research Foundation.
What makes a great caver?
Seeing Thomas Borden this morning reminded me
of Tom Brucker at exactly the same age, 3 years old. I
asked Jim Borden if his son liked to play with blocks;
he said yes, he did like to build huge towers, the bigger
the better. Tom Brucker at that age was a tower building
prodigy. He would take blocks and build these magnificent structures. Jim Borden has the same ability as Tom
Brucker and I suspect Tom Borden will have this same
ability to see things in three dimensions. One of the
earmarks of a good caver is that ability to keep the cave
in mind in three dimensions, let the mind run over it
and organize it well.

Here at Mammoth the three dimensional part of it
is not something you often get to by the same locale.
You're operating in a set of passages and then study the
map and suddenly realize that other things are heading
off that way. A classic case is where we surveyed a

All of the breakthroughs that were done
through the years were done by people
wlw could integrate what they saw, and
what others saw, from maps.
passage that goes right under an upper level passage in
Great Onyx Cave and we never found the connection
even though there've been several trips to look for it.
Well , of course the old-timers never had that luxury;
they had no idea where they were in the cave, they had
no sense of three dimensional relationships. All of the
breakthroughs that were done through the years were
done by people who could integrate what they saw, and
what others saw, from maps. CRF had the single largest
intellectual concentration of team members, people who
saw a problem much bigger than themselves, who could
ride through a period of confusion and bewilderment to
get to the position of saying, "You know, I can begin
to disentangle some of this".
A fair number of cavers think CRF elitist. Do you
agree?
I think it's true. I think it was true from the beginning and was set out to be deliberately true. I don't
think on the other hand that CRF was hard to get into.
People who wanted to get in , got in. But there are an
awful lot of people who cave on Saturdays who enjoy
what I call gossip and scandal. CRF was certainly gos-
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sip and scandal to those people; "They require people to
sign in and out. They require people to survey." It
sounded pretty odious, not really something people
wanted to do much. Occasionally you got new people
into CRF who found that this satisfied them far more
than average Saturday caving, and they made life insufferable when they'd go back to their cave groups and
say, "Down at Flint Ridge we go 12, 15 hours into the
cave. What do you mean we can't go 8 hours?" So they
added to the CRF reputation as a bunch of hard-assed,
elitist cavers with an awful lot of organization. Well the
organization was real. So I don't think I'd apologize for
any elitist view, except to say it always was easy to get
into.
Some people have been put off by the organized
structure of CRF.
I think the appeal of big caving is not universal.
People mostly want to go in a cave that they feel at
home in, they can begin to recognize some things, the
second time they go back they can recognize more stuff
and pretty soon the cave, like a living room, is a familiar place. But you can knock around in this system and
go on a lot of trips and never go to the same place.
That reliance on the group experience grows in
people here. You come back and hear about where other
people have gone and after a while see maps of surveys
they've made, see how it adds to the whole, and depending on how interested you are, you could end up with a
very comprehensive understanding of what's going on.
Or you could say, "Gee I just enjoy the cave and I don't
care where it's going." There've always been those
people. When we were writing The Longest Cave. when
it came right down to it there weren't many people
driven by the desire to connect the caves. Most just
went along because it was a wonderful thing to do-there were only a few fanatics who had an obsession to
connect the caves.
What people don't understand is that you make
some wonderful break-through discovery and it may take
you two or three years to assimilate all of that, to run
down all the leads to the last few final leads, to find the
little tiny hole through which you get into the next
part. It really requires systematic checking, not
machismo bravado. The whole connection route is built
on the trips of other people, and that requires a great deal
of organization.
This is a bizarre question, but what the heck: a hundred
years from now, what do you most want to be
remembered for ?

That is pretty bizarre. I suppose the book Red
Watson and I wrote, The Longest Cave.
It's such a classic, no doubt you will be remembered
for it.
Of course that was the adventure of a lifetime. It's
easy to dwell on past glories, and of course they become
more glorious as you think back. The fact is that what's
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going on today is every bit as exciting. Maybe I would
amend Lhat by saying I hope The 300-mile Long Cave,
the book that Borden and I intend to write, will have a
similar impact on generations of cavers.
Not something that I'd want to be remembered for
but something that sticks in my mind is at Lhe end of
the C-3 Expedition in February 1954. I was 24, very
impressionable, it had been Lhe most exciting week of
my life-total immersion in Lhis baffling cave-and I
found the log book and wrote Lhe last entry in it, which
was very sentimental. I recall the substance of it; "We
leave Lhe cave in darkness, as we found it. We'll be
back, probably till the end of time." When I wrote Lhat I
simply started bawling. I was just weeping my eyes

out. I was probably fatigued- not a lot of sleep on Lhat
expedition-but also Lhere was a sense Lhat here we'd
spent a whole week in Lhis cave and we knew hardly
anylhing about it, so Lhere was some frustration. And
Lhere was Lhe realization Lhat I was really committed to
unlocking Lhis big puzzle.
Were you convinced at that moment that it would
connect to Mammoth Cave ?
Oh I knew Lhat. My whole life was entwined wilh
Lhis cave, and would be up until I died. That was kind of
a memorable moment and I'll remember it a hundred
years from now even if no one else does.

THE UNDERGROUND READER

Oldies but Goodies-reviews of classics still
available- by Joyce Hoffmaster
Rambles in the Mammoth Cave During the Year 1844 ,
Alexander Clark Bullitt. Reprinted with a new introduction
by Harold Meloy, Cave Books, St. Louis, 1985, 101 pp.
Available from Cave Books, $3.95 (pb).
It was 1845, and Kentucky's Mammoth Cave was
already a tourist attraction. Major discoveries of trunk
passage, brealhtaking mineral crystals and immense
domes had rendered existing guide books woefully
obsolete. John Croghan, Lhe enterprising owner of Lhe
cave, wanted a new guide book. He wanted a book Lhat
not only described Lhe grandeur and heallhful aspects of
the cave, but also advertised its safety and Lhe comfortable lodgings above ground. The result is this delightful
liule book, now a classic in cave literature.
Bullitt describes the cave in its pristine beauty,
much of it having been discovered less than ten years
before and yet undimmed by soot and vandals. While his
descriptions are not detailed by modem standards, Lhey
are fresh and filled wilh wonder and frank enjoyment of
the hours he spent underground. His enduring enlhusiasm brings greater appreciation to Lhose who traipse the
same passages today.
This edition of Rambles includes a facsimile of a
map drawn by Stephen Bishop and a lenglhy introduction by Harold Meloy of historical information concerning Mammoth Cave spanning the last two centuries.
This modestly priced and readable book is an important
acquisition for the serious caver and the casually
interested alike.
Memoirs of a Speleologist, Robert de Joly, reprinted
1975, Zephyrus Press, Teaneck, NJ, 154 pp +index.
Available from Cave Books, $10.95(hb) or $5.95(pb).
These are Lhe notes of Robert de Joly, Lhe famous
French cave explorer of Lhe early part of this century
who discovered Lhe great cave of Aven d'Orgnac. His
development of specialized equipment, most notably a

lightweight cable ladder, made possible Lhe exploration
of numerous virgin passages and even entire caves.
While he caved for Lhe pleasure of it (like Lhe rest of us),
many of his descenLs were made on request-to unravel
police mysteries of murder and suicide, to trace water
supplies, and to rescue lost tourists.
de Joly writes Lhese short anecdotes in Lhe first
person, yet Lhe effect is more conversational Lhan autohiographical . With his curious stylistic mixture of
vanity and astonishing aplomb, he relates a sampling of
his numerous expeditions and travels. He writes of underground encounters with wild animals (alive and dead),
of finding Neolilhic art and artifacts, and of ncar-miss
accidents. These tales of high adventure and human
foibles cannot fail to entertain and instruct.
Also tww available: The 1989 Annual Report
contains all you ever wanted to know and all you
probably never Lhought to ask about CRF activities.
Reports from every region cover cartof:,'Taphy, sciences,
special projects, presentations made, etc. If you wonder
where you fit, or where you might like to fit, in the
grand design of things speleological, you may find your
answer here. Available from Cave Books. $5.00.
Send orders to: Cave Books, 5222 Eastland Drive.,
New Carlisle, OH 45344. Postage & Handling: $1.25
for first books, 50¢ for each additional item.

In Bril>f: Mammoth Cave Operations Manager Mel
Park writes on progress wilh his cave survey compiler,
Cave Map Language in Lhe summer 1990 issue of
Compass and Tape, newsletter of the NSS Survey and
Cartography Section. "Yet anolher cave compiler" arose
when Park, wilh Scoll House, Jim Borden, and Torn
Kaye "began to examine the size of Lhe problem and the
several special requirements of Mammoth Cave, ... and
a niche for a new program and a new approach ...
designed specifically for Lhe huge Mammolh Cave data
base became apparent." The program was briefly
described in the February, 1990 CRF Newsletter.

CALENDAR
MAMMOTH CAVE
President's Day, Feb. 15-18. Mel Park 901-272-9393 and
Roberta Burnes
St. Patrick's Day, March 15-18 . Paul Cannaley 317-8625618
Spring, April 19-22. Stan Sides. 314-335-1469
Memorial Day, May 24-27 . Jim Borden 301-869-9141
Independence Day, June 28-July 7. Tom Brucker 615-3313568
Summer, August 2-5. Scott House 314-287-4356
Labor Day, Aug.30-Sep.2. Bob Osburn 314-772-5813
Columbus Day, October 11-14. Dan Raque 502-459-9456
First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify the
expedition leader or Operations Manager (Mel Park, 901-2729393) two weeks in advance.
GUADALUPES
President's Day, Feb 16-18. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Tim
Moreland 303-730-0862
Early Spring, March 23-24. Guadalupe Mountains NP. Bill
Greenlee 505 -887-0497
Mid Spring, April 20-21. Guadalupe Mountains NP Tony
Grieco 505-393-5604
Memorial Day, May 25-27. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Jason
Richards 505-281-1961
Carlsbad Cavern Restoration Camp, June 17-21. Dick
Venters 505-892-7370

Independence Day, July 6-7. Fort Stanton Cave. John
Corcoran 505-892-9651
Mid Summer, Aug. 3-4. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Rich
Wolfert 303-278-1891
Labor Day, Aug. 31-Sept. 2. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Dave
De11505-291-0274
Fall, October 6-12. Putnam Ridge. Fritzi Hardy 505-3451709
Thanksgiving, Nov . 28-30. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Kate
Wieclaw 518-668-2350
Notify the expedition leader, the area manager (Dick Venters,
505 -892-7370), or the supplies coordinator (Jill Phillips, 505344-7053) at least one week in advance.
Lechuguilla Precision Cave Survey, March 9-17; July
27- Aug. 4; Aug 31- Sept. 8; Nov 23- Dec. I. Call Fritzi Hardy
505-345-1709 (H). Please give at least one week's notice.

MISSOURI
Feb.l6-17; March 15-16; April19-20; May 17-18
Most trips are based at the Ozark National Scenic Riverways.
Notify Scott House (314-287-4356) or Doug Baker (314-8788831). Frequent additional trips will be scheduled for the
National Forest cave inventory project- call Scott House or
Mick Sutton (314-546-2864)
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